
 

 AIRLINER ROOF RACK 
INSTALLATION GUIDE 

 

AIRLINER ROOF RACK 
TouRig Airliner Roof Rack (144” & 170”) 

Built for Mercedes-Benz roof rails 

 



 

 

Parts & Tools Included 

1 x Fairing 

6 x Crossbars for Sprinter 144 WB 

8 x Crossbars for Sprinter 170 WB 

4 x Side Panels for 144 WB 

 

2 x Additional Spacer Side Panels for 170 and 170 Extended WB 

 

 

 

Tools Needed for All Roof Rack Installs 

Safety Glasses 

Rachet/Wrench   

Impact Driver 

Phillips Bit  

Measuring Tape 

 

 



For 170”  

MES: 3 ¾” / CB: 8  

(10) 2 Studded Car  

(20) Zinc ¼-20 Nylon Lock Nut  

(20) Zinc ¼ Washer   

(42) SS ¼-20 

(42) SS ¼ Washer 

(4) Side Panels  

(2) Center Panels  

(4) Binding Plates 

 

For 144” 

MES: 2” / CB: 6 

(8) 2 Studded Cars  

(16) Zinc ¼ -20 Nylon Lock Nut  

(16) Zinc ¼ Washers 

(30) SS ¼ Washers 

(4) Side Panels 

(2) Binding Plate  

  

 

Install Steps 

170” Roof Rack 

1 For 170”: Measure off the pin inside the Mercedes rail 3 ¾ inches back 
to the leading edge of the two studded car. 

 
 



2 Install the two studded car into each panel from the back of the van. 
The two studded car fastens each panel to the track. Install the forward 
two panels by placing the 90 degree bent feet on top of the two-
studded car (there are holes in the rack for.) *On a 170 there is an 
additional panel that goes in-between the forward and rear panels* 

 
Image 2: Two studded car that slides into each track  

3 Set 4 crossbars evenly across left Side Panel. Then set 4 crossbars 
evenly right Side Panel.  

 
Image 3: Binding plate. This connects the panels to each other in addition to the crossbars.  

 

 
Image 4: Lines represent location of each crossbar.  

 



4 Locate the crossbar that has double sided 3M tape on it. Put the 
stainless steel bolt and washer with Loctite through the side panel into 
the crossbar with double sided 3M tape. This fairing needs to align 
with the second hole back on the forward panel. 
Note: Do not fully tighten bolts onto crossbar at this point.  
 

5 Install the crossbar loosely so you have the ability to move it forward 
and backward. Remove the film on the 3m tape and line up the rear of 
the fairing and the rear edge of the crossbar so that they are even with 
each other. Finally, fasten the fairing using the 6 black self-tappers into 
XG predrilled holes. 
 

 
Image 5: Crossbar 

 

6 Install the back two panels, using a crossbar and a binding plate to 
connect them to the panels already installed on the van. 

7 Position the Crossbars according to your specific application. For 
example, make sure there is ample spacing for air conditioning 
units or fans.  

8 Once the fairing, side panels and crossbars are in place, tighten 
all bolts.  
 
If you have any questions, please contact us at: 
info@mytourig.com or 303.710.2914.  


